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1. Introduction
   Socialization is the process by which novices or children become 
competent members of their social group. This process is realized largely 
through language practices and social interactions that "engage novices 
in a variety of communicative and situational roles" (Ochs, 1991). The 
framework of language socialization (Schieffelin and Ochs, 1986; Ochs, 
1988, 1990) views the linguistic development of a child/novice as a funda-
mentally social process. Since language is a core in most social interac-
tions, the role of language in a child's cognitive and social development is 
of great importance. As Ochs (1986) points out", languages have construc-
tions at all levels of grammar and discourse that signal information 
concerning how interactants see their own and other's social positions and 
roles" (p. 6). Thus, the language socialization research proposes that 
children acquire sociocultural knowledge by verbal interaction. 
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   One of the important social context in which language socialization 
takes place is classroom interaction. The way in which language is used 
by the teacher and students in the classroom has a great impact on 
children's acquisition of the social and cognitive skills that are considered 
important in society (Mehen, 1979). The purpose of this paper is to 
demonstrate, in presenting some verbal exchange between a teacher and 
students in a Japanese Saturday school in the United States, what strat-
egies in terms of language socialization are carried in the structure of the 
teacher's language. I will also propose that the Japanese -masu form 
signals the speaker's affective control over an addressee when it is used 
in directives, by examining the speech of the teacher, particularly when 
she seems to take the students' perspective. 
             2. Language Socialization Abroad
2.1. Background of the school 
   Children's socialization through acquiring language can be accom-
plished easily and naturally if their environment is a target language 
society. When language socialization of children occurs outside of the 
primary society, sometimes in bilingual situations, the process might 
assume different and complicated aspects. A Japanese Saturday school in 
the United States, is a good example of language socialization where the 
target language society differs from the children's actual living society. T 
Gakuen, operated by a non-profit corporation, Association for the Promo-
tion of Japanese Language Education in Los Angeles, is a part-time 
Japanese school which has six branch schools in Los Angeles County. 
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   Being established with 69 students in 1969, it now has approximately 
3,000 students for 12 grades and aims to provide school curriculum 
paralleling the school curriculum in Japan. T Gakuen which was origi-
nally only for the children of the Japan Trader's Club members, has 
accepted anyone interested in its curriculum since 1978. The purpose of 
the school is not only to provide supplementary lessons in major subjects 
taught by schools in Japan, but also to encourage students to establish 
their identity as a Japanese, exposing them to the Japanese culture and 
customs through activities. The parents also expect their children to 
maintain their identity as a Japanese while living in American society by 
sending them to this school. In this sense, T Gakuen can be considered as 
a place of language socialization for Japanese oriented children living in 
the United States. 
2.2. The school policy: Maintaining Japanese principles in a 
    compromised style 
2.2.1. Teacher as an apex of the classroom 
   Although the objective of this school is to provide students with the 
curriculum adopted in Japan, this is not an easy task for the students, 
taking into account students' life in between in the United States. The 
teachers and staff seem to investigate approaches to compromise rather 
than duplicating typical Japanese methods. They attempt to copy a 
Japanese school in their mother country as much as possible while still 
recognizing the constraints of time and environment. 
   In that sense, this Japanese school policy and the teachers' approach 
do not have all the features which are typical in Japanese schools. The 
students in Japanese schools in the United States are not involved in 
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group activities as much as the students in Japan (Stevenson & Stigler, 
1992). The students in T Gakuen are not responsible for cleaning the 
classroom after school nor for after-lunch clean-up, both of which are the 
students' duties in Japan. The teachers in T Gakuen seem tolerant of the 
late arrival of some of the students, which is strictly reproved by the 
teachers in Japan. The teachers may understand the students' tardiness, 
taking into consideration that other American children do not have to go 
to school on Saturdays. 
   However, in spite of their apparently lenient attitudes, the teachers in 
this school do not make compromises regarding the essential points in 
Japanese elementary education. One of these principles is a teacher-
focused teaching style. The teacher, on the apex of the classroom hierar-
chy, always leads the classroom interaction. Unlike many American 
classrooms in which aides or parents occasionally appear to help teachers 
and children, no other adults besides the teacher are in a Japanese 
classroom. Stilger & Perry (1990) observe that Asian students spend more 
time working independently or in small-group instruction. The interac-
tions in T Gakuen's classrooms take place mostly under the teacher's 
leadership rather than being activated by group activities. This is clear 
from the seating assignment of the classroom. The teacher is the central 
focus of attention and the students sit, all facing the teacher. In contrast, 
in many American elementary schools, the students sit in groups, facing 
their peers, not the teacher. Kanagy (1999) also contrasts, in her observa-
tion of a Japanese immersion classroom, Japanese teachers who accentu-
ate status differences to American teachers who minimize status markers 
in their speech. 
   Cook (1999), who studied elementary school classrooms in Japan, 
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mentions the view that the teacher's role is to support class interaction 
but not to direct them is the current trend in elementary school education 
in Japanese society. However, for the case of T Gakuen, the teacher's role 
is to control class interaction rather than to support them because of the 
peculiar circumstances that instruction should be done with limited time 
and conditions. The students come to this Japanese school only once a 
week  aria furthermore, they do not have much time to review at home 
what they learn because they daily attend regular American school. 
Therefore the teachers of such supplementary schools abroad need 
authority in order to socialize the children successfully while the teachers 
are expected to minimize their authority in their mother country. 
2.2.2. Emphasis on greetings 
   Another thing the teachers in T Gakuen prioritize in their students' 
socialization is the importance of good manners, especially greetings. The 
teacher in my data repeatedly emphasizes the importance of the morning 
greetings by the students, Ohayoo 'Good morning'. The teacher reminds 
one student of the importance of greeting by saying " `Ohayoo' to haitte 
koyoo ne." ("Let's enter into the classroom saying `good morning"). Later 
she also repeats her Ohayoo until one student becomes aware of her 
having forgotten to say Ohayoo. In Japanese society, greetings are used as 
tools of social integration by establishing and reinforcing a good relation-
ship between the speakers. As in its American usage, the greeting 
mediates initial contact between individuals in a specific time and place 
situation. The Japanese greeting, however, goes further by placing the 
speakers in their concrete social relation. The absence of an appropriate 
greeting would be detrimental to being a competent member in Japanese 
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society. Thus, the teachers assign importance on greetings which serve as 
a mechanism for socialization in the students. 
   Moreover, one teacher of the third grade expresses emphasis on 
Japanese way of being polite in this school's newsletter: "I always tell my 
third graders to first stand up saying hai  `yes' and next answer if you are 
called on. I'm always repeating this since it actually is a difficult task for 
the students to accomplish, even though it seems easy." In these respects, 
the teachers in this school make all the efforts to socialize the children to 
Japanese values and norms. 
2.3. Data 
   In the case of T Gakuen Santa Monica, there are about 280 students 
and 24 teachers. For the data of this research, I chose the first grade 
classroom because there is not a lot of variation in Japanese competence 
compared to higher grades and most of these first graders do not have 
school experience in Japan. 
   I took a video of the first hour of one of the three first grade 
classrooms, where the students learn how to write Katakana after they 
review some Kanji and share what they did the previous week. The class 
consists of ten boys and ten girls whose parents are almost all native 
Japanese. 7 students out of 20 were born in the Unite States and 13 were 
born in Japan. The period of their living in the United States is various; 
from 5 months to 12 years. The teacher is a native Japanese woman who 
is in her forties. She has worked at this school for ten years and also lived 
in the United States for more than fifteen years.
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3. Directive Strategies by the Teacher
3.1. Conformity training in the classroom
   Clancy (1986) proposes that empathy and conformity are important 
aspects in the process of Japanese children's socialization by their 
mothers. In this teacher's communicative style , emphasis on empathy and 
conformity is not as distinctive as it was shown to be in mother's speech , 
because of the students' age and task-orientated activities . However, the 
teacher still regards her lesson as a good opportunity for socializing the 
students to perceive the significance of conformity in Japanese society . 
She uses minna  `all of you' seventeen times during forty five minutes . By 
examining all of the instances of minna, it becomes evident that the 
teacher's minna is used just as a synonym of "you , students". In other 
words, she does not need to use minna lexically . One reason for such 
frequency of minna is that she wants to convey to the students that she 
wants "all of you" to follow her instruction. She emphasizes that none of 
them should not fail to pay attention to what the teacher's tell them . 
Another reason, which seems more important , is that she wants the 
students to be always conscious that they are members of this group , that 
is, their classroom, and also this group can be regarded as one unit . This 
minna also indexes the teacher's desire of the progress as a whole class 
rather than individual progress. This fact is also supported by Stigler & 
Perry's (1990) observation that all the children are expected to learn at the 
same pace in Japanese classrooms. 
   Another characteristic showing the teacher's training for conformity 
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is the low frequency of evaluation terms. In American elementary class-
rooms, the sequence of "initiation-response-evaluation" (Mehen, 1979) is 
usually common in interactions between a teacher and the students. This 
teacher seems to prefer to just repeat what a students says as an answer 
rather than to give an evaluation to the student. Example  (1) illustrates 
how the teacher responds to the student's answer, prompting other stu-
dents' attention to this issue. 
         1) 
    (1) 01 T. Kyoo wa nangatsu nanichi ka wakaru hito? 
`Is there anyone who knows what the date is today? ' 
       02 Si: Ichigatsu nijyuu: 
`January twenty ...' 
       03 S2: Ichigatsu nijyuu-san = 
             `January twenty third
       04 S3: = ni da yo. 
it is the (twenty) second. 
       05 T: Nijyuu-san nichi ne. Minna hokano hito wa wakaranakatta? 
`It is the twenty third .' Nobody else knew (the answer)?'
Her attention has already been transferred to the other students as soon 
as the student answered. The teacher repeats the answer for other 
students in order to understand it clearly. As Stigler & Perry (1990) point 
out, this is considerable evidence that the teacher has great concern that 
everyone in the class follows her lesson and everyone acquires the same
1) All the utterances are numbered in order of the transcriptions. The 
 number of the heading of each utterance indicates in which line it occurs. 
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 thing at the same pace . Thus, this teacher puts great pressure on th
e 
 students to conform through her language whi
ch reflects her role of 
 authority. 
 3.2. -Masu as directives 
 3.2.1. Directive strategies by the teacher 
    In the course of this one hour class
, the teacher uses various directive 
 strategies to get the children to practice how t
o write long vowels in 
 Katakana. Focused on acquiring basic kno
wledge, the interactions 
 between the teacher and students are task -oriented and teacher -led . 
 TABLE  1 shows the directive strategies found i
n the samples of the 
 teacher's speech. 
    As it shows, the tokens of both inclusive imperati
ve form  (-mashoo) 
and polite request form (-te kudasai) are rare
. Instead, the teacher fre-
quently uses the simple request form (-te , -de) and the suggestive com-
mand form (-te goran) . She also employs simple form (-u, -ru) as directive 
strategies which Clancy (1986) also proposes as one 
of Japanese mothers' 
strategies in giving directives to their children . 
3.2.2. General functions of -masu 
   In addition to these devices above
, I propose the teacher uses the 
-masu form for giving directions
. Before the discussion of -masu form as 
a directive, let me describe general functions of -masu . The -masu is a 
verbal derivative and represents either a habitual acti
on or a future 
action, depending on the circumstance . Example A. below is one example 
of the use of -masu . 
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112 Mazu saisho no tokoro  yonde kudasai, Reiji-kun. 'Please 
   read the first paragraph.'
127 Kono futatsu, ki o tsukete ima kaite goran. `Paying 
   attention to these two lines, write them now.' 
148 Sensei ga hateru toki ni kaite goran. 'Write it while I am 
   putting the card up.' 
216 Moo ichido shiiru'te kaite goran, nooto ni. 'Write shiiru 
    again, in your notebooks.' 
232 Hai kaite goran.`Now, write it.' 
232 Moo ichido kaite goran. `Write it once again.'
41 Minna yasumijikann wa narubeku isshoni asobi-mashoo 
  ne. 'Let's play with her during recess as much as pos-
   sible.'
08 Yakusoku, to o agete. 'Promise to raise you hand.' 
64 Kokugo no nooto o dashite. `Then, take out your 
   Japanese notebooks.' 
68 Koko ni kite.`Come here.' 
110 Now, gojyuu-ni peeji o hiraite kyookasho no. `Now, open 
   page 52 of the textbook.' 
142 Ara, yoku kireini keshite. `Oh, erase it completely.' 
182 Hai, jya yonde kore hai. `Then, read this one.' 
199 Kensaku-kun, moo ichido kaite. 'Kensaku, write it 
again.' 
201 Yuuya-kun, mae ni shiiru kaite. 'Yuuya, write shiiru 
    on the board.' 
206 Kana--chan, mae mite. `Kana, look to the front.' 
209 Shiiru tte ookiku kaite. 'Write shiiru in big letters.' 
219 Itte. 'Say it.'
Simple Form
35 Gatagata shinai.'Don't make noise.' 
116 Minna bootto kikanai. 'Don't listen absent-mindedly.' 
116 Ne. Shikkari kiku. 'Listen carefully.' 
140 Koo shite koo shinai. 'After doing this, don't do this.' 
143 Koko hanenai.'This part doesn't have a tail.' 
218 Machigatta mama ouchi ni kaeranai. 'Don't go home 
   without correcting your errors.' 
246 Hai, minna kanageru. `Now, think.'
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    A. Taroo wa  mainichi gakkoo e iki-masu . 
`Taroo 
goes to school everyday.' 
 In this case the tense of -masu form is present and it describ es the daily 
 routine of the subject (Taroo) . When the -masu form is used in future 
tense, the meaning differs a little depending on the subject . 
     B. Taroo wa ashita gakkoo e iki-masu . 
`Taroo will 
go to school tomorrow.' 
    C. (Watashi wa) ashita gakkoo e ikimau . 
`I will go to school tomorrow .' 
In B, with the subject of the third person , this sentence displays that the 
speaker is quite sure that Taroo will go to school tomorrow and th
e 
volition of Taroo for deciding to go or not to go is not under the speaker' s 
control. In contrast, -masu in C where the subject is the first person
, shows 
the speaker's volition for this action in the future tense . In Japanese 
sentences, subject ellipsis occurs frequently as example C. Subject ellipsis 
makes it easy for the -masu form to function as a directive rather tha n a 
general statement as I will discuss later . 
3.2.3. Perspective taking by the teacher with the -masu form 
   EXHIBIT 1 displays all of the instances of -masu which are employed 
by the teacher for directives .
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EXHIBIT 1 -Masu as Directives
55 Kinyoobi moo kyoo ima oboete shimaimasu. Ii? 
 `Memorize (how to write) Friday today now. OK? ' 
65 Ima getsuyoobi kara ano doyoobi made kakimasu. 
`Now write from Monday to , uh, Saturday.' 
66 Ima oboechaimasu. 
`Memorize then now .' 
108 Kyoo Katakana no ichinensei no fukushuu o zenbu shimasu. Ii? 
`Today we review all the Katakana for the first grade. OK? ' 
152 Kyoo oboechaimasu. 
`Memorize them today .' 
192 Nobasu on minnade kakimasu. 
`Write words with long vowels .' 
194 Boo wa shikkari kakimasu. 
`Write a bar clearly . Don't make it short and small.' 
228 Okuchi tojite sensei no hoo mimasu. 
`Close your mouth and look at me .'
These instances above indicate masu-form functions as a directive rather 
than just as a verb-inflection marking non-past which is its general role 
mentioned previously. From the contexts it is clear that the teacher puts 
great emphasis on her request when she employs the -masu forms. In these 
statements by the teacher, the elided subject is "you" (the students) rather 
than "we" or other third person subjects. Example (2) is one of the 
illustrations where the omitted subject is clearly "you" (the students).
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      (2) 64 T: Hai,  jya, kokugo no nooto dashite . 
                 'OK
, then, take out your Japanese notebooks .' 
         65 T: Ima getsuyoo kara ano doyoobi made kakimasu . 
Now write from Monday to , uh, Saturday.' 
    When the teacher declares the statement in line 65
, the omitted 
 subject of kakimasu is "you" , the students. In this way, the teacher speaks 
to the students, taking their perspectives . Since the -masu form in future 
tense indicates the subject's strong will , the teacher attempts to fix the 
will for accomplishing the task into the student's mind . The students are 
made to believe that this is their voice rather than the teacher's 
voice. 
Although the actual statement is made by the teacher
, students may 
perceive that their own voice is produced just temporarily through the 
teacher's mouth. Consequently , this directive strategy is more effective 
than general imperatives in urging an addressee to do something . Previ-
ous to this utterance, in line 64 the teacher uses -te form as a directive for 
the action of taking out of the notebook . The reason why she does not 
employ -masu form here is that taking out of the notebook is not such 
an 
important assignment for the students to be completed . 
   From the point of view of politeness , the teacher's speech of taking 
the students' perspective definitely threatens their face (Brown & Levin -
son, 1978). The speaker evidently violates the addressee's territory . Since 
many politeness strategies and language devices (e. g., particles, connec-
tives, etc.) are employed not to violate an addressee's territory in 
Japanese communicative style (Kamio , 1979), such violation as this 
teacher's use of -masu is very rare . Therefore, perspective taking as 
directive is only possible in limited contexts and relationships such as 
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teacher-student. 
   In this way, -masu can function as directives in a limited context 
where the speaker is superior to an addressee. I propose that the ability 
to use perspective-taking as directives is related to the frequent occur-
rence of subject ellipsis in Japanese sentences. This characteristic makes 
it easier for Japanese speakers to transfer the agent of the target action 
from the speaker to an addressee with the desire for control. It is possible 
for speakers to practice this operation unconsciously. Particularly in this 
teacher's case, her -masu as directives are mixed with the -masu as 
general explanation. However, whether she is conscious of it or not, it is 
clear from the examples that there are differences in the teacher's index-
icality between those two ways of using the -masu form. As all the 
instances of -masu form in the EXHIBIT 1 shows, those utterances by the 
teacher are produced for the purpose of coercing the students to do 
something. The -masu form has a role for empowering the teacher's 
language more than other directive devices. 
3.2.4. -Masu form with the adverbs of time and scope 
    Interestingly some of the above examples show, -masu form co-
 occurs with adverbs of time, such as moo (now), ima (now), kyoo (today) 
 or with adverbs of scope, such as zenbu (all), shikkari (clearly, strongly). 
 These adverbs reflect the teacher's desire for the condition where the 
 target task should be done by the students. Thus, the speaker's control 
 over the addressee by using the -masu form becomes more effective by 
 setting the time and scope of the task. 
    In addition, in line 55, 66, 152, -masu is preceded by an adjunct of 
 completion, -te shimau or chau (the abbreviated and  informal form of -te 
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shimau), which indicate that the action is expected to be carried through 
to completion. 
   The teacher's concern for the student's learning Japanese writing 
system reflected in her usage of -masu is related to the special condition 
that applies to both this Saturday school and its students . Most students 
do not have time to review their lessons since they go to American school 
from Monday to Friday . The teacher recognizes well that the students 
may not master the tasks unless they memorize them while they are at 
Japanese school. In addition, in the beginning of the class , she was 
disappointed about the fact the students had already forgotten the charac -
ters that they were able to write just the previous Saturday . Therefore 
she really wants the students to memorize them "now" . Thus, her concern 
and eagerness for the students' learning are reflected in these instances of 
-masu .
 3.2.5, -Masu with the third person as its subject 
   -Masu usage as a directive strategy is illuminated well when it is 
compared to -masu occurrings where the omitted subjects are the third 
person. EXHIBIT 2 shows all the teacher's instances of -masu and its 
negative form; -masen where the omitted subjects are the third person . 
         EXHIBIT 2 -Masu with 3rd Person Subject 
136 Hiragana no se wa koko hanemasu . 
`Hiragana's se has a tail h
ere.' 
138 Katakana no se wa koko hanemasen . 
`Katakana's Se d
oesn't have a tail here.' 
146 Ato wa mina tadashiku kaketemasu . 
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 ̀ The rest of them are all written correctly .' 
157 Kyoo ichinichi hatte okiinasu. 
`This will be on the board all day long today . 
178 Hiragana de wa A ni narimasu. 
`This is written in A .' 
180 Kaaten to iu no wa koo wa kakimasen. 
`Curtain is not written in this way .' 
185 Kore ga hairimasu. 
`This is inserted .' 
236 Maxwell-kun no attemasu ne. 
`What Maxwell has written is correct .' 
238 Dooiu wakeka kocchi muite iru hito ga imasu. 
       'For some reason , there are some people who wrote it with this 
        side open.' 
   These instances are with third person subjects, whose role can be 
considered as a general explanation. None of the subjects of these 
instances are second person. Many of these instances take place when the 
teacher is explaining how to write a character. (line 136, 138, 180, 185, 238) 
In this stage, the teacher does not have to emphasize the necessity of 
mastering each character. Therefore she does not adopt -masu as a 
directive during the general explanation. 
3.2.6. The teacher's control over the students with -masu 
    Example (3) illustrates how -masu form as a directive registers the 
 speaker's control over the addressee. 
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(3) 55  T:  Kinyoobi,  moo kyoo ima oboete shimaimasu . Ii? 
`Memorize how t o write Friday today now . OK? ' 
   56 S: Dooshite? 
`Why?' 
   57 T: Moo kyoo ima oboetara wasurenai . Minna moo ojiisan 
         obaasan ni nattara komaru. 
`If you memorize tod
ay now, you won't forget. When 
          you are old and still forget, you will have problems.'
  58 5: Daaa ((laughter))
Line 55 is a suitable example to show how strongly the teacher wants the 
students to learn. She uses all possible adverbs of time such as `moo" 
(now), "kyoo" (today), `ima" (now), to urge the students to memorize 
those characters right "now" . Moreover, by adding -te shimau to those 
triple adverbs, she emphasizes her intolerance for leaving the task incom -
plete. Through her use of such devices, she intends to convey her message 
to the students that if you accomplish the task of memorizing one 
character, you will never forget it . In that sense, her request to the 
children is not to forget those characters in the future as well as to 
memorize them now. 
   The teacher further imposes urgency of this task on the students by 
tagging "Ii?" (OK?). This Ii? attaches another interesting twist to the 
teacher's forceful statement with -masu form . Ii? at the end of a sentence 
usually signals the speaker's request for confirmation to an addressee , 
like "OK?" or "all right?". Different from its English equivalents , how-
ever, it is not possible for an addressee to respond to this Ii? by saying 
"no" . It is expected for the addressee to respond by "yes" , especially in the 
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relationship where the speaker is superior. Consequently,  Ii? signals 
coercive confirmation rather than inclusive confirmation. It seems like 
"Do you understand what I told you?" or "Are you ready?". Her high pitch 
for this phrase further makes her language more authoritative. It is 
interesting to see Ii? is employed again after -masu form as a directive in 
line 108 entirely for the same purpose. 
   How do the children receive the teacher's forceful message with the 
-masu form in line 55? There seems to be a gap in the perception of 
urgency between the teacher and the students. One student, failing to 
acknowledge the teacher's message, asks `Why?' at line 56. Then the 
teacher paraphrases at line 57 what she said at line 55, repeating the very 
same three adverbs. This time her perspective taking is expressed in the 
simple negative form and her concern for the students' forgetting is 
clarified by using the verb wasureru `forget' which is only implied in her 
statement at line 55. She also makes the students realize the importance 
of memorizing those characters at their age by making them imagine 
what it would be like if they still did not know how to write them when 
they become old. Then the students respond with laughter and eventually 
the students recognize that they cannot be successful members without 
mastering how to write Kanji. The teacher finally succeeds in socializing 
the students to recognize the importance of learning Kanji in Japanese 
 society.
3.2.7. Verbs with -masu as directives 
   Another interesting thing is to examine which verbs are used with 
-masu as directives. The kinds of the verbs used with directive -masu are 
limited to four; oboeru `memorize', fukusyuu(o)suru `review', kaku `write' 
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and miru  `look'. No other verbs appear with directive -masu . Table 2 
shows each token of the verbs from the eight occurrence of -masu as 
directives . 
   Oboeru and fukusyuu(o)suru are very important actions for first 
graders to master how to write in Japanese. From the fact that she 
employs the -masu form with the verb `memorize' three times , she thinks 
that to memorize is an important element for the students' learning 
strategy. 
   Regarding the verb kaku, let me compare the instances of this verb in 
suggestive command form (-te goran). There are five instances of sugges-
tive command form and interestingly all of them are with kaku as TABLE 
1 shows. 
   All instances indicates "to write just once", a single action , or "to 
write just one word or a few letters", small task. On the other hand, when 
the teacher employs the -masu form with kaku, she does not intend for the 
students to write something just once or to write just one word. In line 65 
of EXHIBIT 2 , she wants to the students to review how to write the all 
days of the week. In line 194, she gives an instruction for writing a bar 
clearly, so that it is not mistaken for something else, like a comma. As 
those examples show, the teacher employs -masu forms rather than 
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suggestive command forms when her expectation for students is more 
than "just to write" as a single act. 
3.3. Simple  form as directives 
   The teacher's taking of the students' perspective with the intention of 
controlling the students occurs not only with -masu form but also the 
simple (or plain) form which appears in -u, -ru as a verb inflection. In 
Japanese, there are two levels of speech. The -masu form and the simple 
form. The simple form is used among intimate groups such as a family or 
friends while the -masu form is primarily used for formal expressions in 
and to out-group society; outside the family or intimate friends. That's 
why the former is sometimes called informal form and the latter formal. 
   Clancy (1986) discusses that the simple form as a directives strategy 
is employed by Japanese mothers for younger children with sentence final 
particles such as no or ne. As Table 1 shows, however, this teacher's 
simple forms are not followed by no or ne. Ne indexes an affective 
common ground between the speaker and the addressee (Cook, 1990b). 
No, which signals group authority for knowledge, is a tool for socializing 
children to the Japanese socio-cultural orientation go conformity (Cook, 
1990a). If any sentence particle such as ne or no is employed, the state-
ment can be considered as a non-imperative message from the speaker to 
the addressee. However, this teacher's simple forms without sentence 
final particles has the function of the students' receiving the teacher's 
imperatives as their own will. 
   Although both the simple form and the -masu form are on the same 
dimension of taking the students' perspective, I argue that the -masu form 
has more of an effect of control by voicing the students' perspective than 
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does the simple form. Comparing the instances where both forms occur , 
 -masu forms are used for imposing the important task which she 
con-
siders as needing to be done without fail , rather than the simple form. 
There are no instances of simple forms with the verbs of oboeru , fukusyuu 
suru which frequently appear with -masu forms . One reason for the 
preference of -masu is that the -masu form is used in formal context while 
the simple form in informal context. -Masu form enables the students to 
receive this teacher's message as an urgent order from their superior . It 
also sounds as a declaration when the students perceive the teacher's 
statement with -masu form as their own voice .
4. Conclusion
   According to Ochs (1986), "Language socialization means both social-
ization through language and socialization to use language . Children and 
other novices in society acquire tacit knowledge of social order and 
systems of belief through exposure to and participation in language -
mediated interactions" (p. 2). The children in T Gakuen are good models 
of language socialization which occurs in a small Japanese society in the 
United States. They learned social orders surrounding them and the 
society's socio-cultural expectations through acquiring the language . One 
of the teacher's strategies for empowering their language socialization in 
her classroom is taking the students' perspective by using the -masu form . 
By voicing the students' perspective , the teacher attempts to project a 
strong will on the students for doing the important tasks in order to 
become competent members of Japanese society . At the same time, 
through her language, the teacher is expanding her control over the 
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students. With limited time and conditions, the teachers of such supple-
mentary schools abroad need authority in order to socialize the children 
 successfully. 
   The teacher's effort to make her first graders memorize Japanese 
letters and characters is nothing strange, considering the most important 
academic objectives of this school is to help the students master the 
Japanese writing system. Also from the fact that the literacy rate is only 
three per cent in Japan, it is clear that younger students in Japanese 
elementary school spend huge amounts of time and effort acquiring the 
Japanese writing system. Indeed, this is a basic requirement to become a 
successful member in Japanese society. In spite of a restricted situation, 
this Japanese Saturday school plays an important role for giving the 
students a chance to realize what they are expected to do as members of 
Japanese society as well as to encourage them to have an identity as a 
Japanese.




((text)) information for which a symbol is not available 
? rising intonation 
        turn latching 
       elongated syllable 
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